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----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FILMS ON CH'AN/ZEN 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Buddhist Academic Discussion Forum <BUDDHA-L@ULKYVM.LOUISVILLE.EDU> 
 
On Fri, 31 Dec 1993 ORZECHC@iris.uncg.edu wrote: 
 
> Can anyone recommend any films on Ch'an/Zen to be used in an upper- 
> level course on Zen? 
> Charlie Orzech 
> Orzechc@Iris.uncg.edu 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A pretty good (and pretty long) film on Zen is "Principles and 
Practice of Zen", produced by Films for the Humanities in Princeton, 
NJ. It has some nice footage on Rohatsu, and it does a good job of 
showing the process of entering a monastery. But it's really long, and 
it drags in parts. The same group also does a nice film on the Tea 
Ceremony. 
 
Meridian Trust has several Zen films, but the only one I've seen is 
called "Serene Reflection Meditation". It's pretty good, and does a 
good job of explaining the principles of Zen meditation for Weserners. 
Unfortunately, it's set in a Western Zen center, and so lacks Asian 
ambiance. 
 
The best Zen film I've ever seen was "Eiheiji", shot on location, and 
it's visually striking. Unfortunately, it was done on Japanese TV 
(NHK), and I've never seen it distributed here. I got it from someone 
who'd taped it in Japan, and it's in Japanese. But if you can get hold 
of a copy, it's a great film. 
 
John Powers 
Grinnell College 
powers@grin1.bitnet 
# # # 
I don't know whether my suggestion would be suitable for an 
upper-level course on Chan/Zen, but when I was in London many moons 
ago I saw the film, _A Touch of Zen_, directed by (if I remember 
rightly) King Hu. Being even more starry-eyed then than I am now, I 
thought it was wonderful, particularly when the bodhisattva-hero 
bleeds gold in his death throes right at the end.  It 's actually very 
well filmed, and really only does have a ``touch'' of Zen in it, which 
was the whole point.  I tried to order a video copy of it earlier this 
year from Le Phe'nix in Paris (who have a selection of other Chinese 
films on video, too), but they could not help, I'm afraid.  The Cheung 
(?) company also has a large selection of videos, if you want I can 
dig out the Le P. and their address for you.  (I suspect that that 
kind of outlet is ten a penny over there, at least compared to here, 
so my info. may not be of much help.) 
 
If you _do_ find the King Hu film anywhere, do give me a tinkle, I 
would be interested. 
 
Ian Astley 
Philipps-Universitaet, Marburg 
e-mail: astley@mailer.Uni-Marburg.DE 
# # # 
Date: Fri, 31 Dec 1993 
 
There was a good video clip on Asia Now on the Cuny cable channel 
about tourists going to the mountain and spending three days at a boot 
camp for mountain zen monks--complete with white outfits and 



purification under a waterfall. Maybe the producers of that film would 
know more.  It was aired today or last night. 
 
Also, Asia Society on Park Ave in New York City has made a lot of 
films for instruction. 
 
Also Reischauer's Japan book was made into a film. 
 
Also the Learning Channel ran The Mongolian Horde  a joint production 
with NHK and the PRC that addressed the spread of Buddhism accross 
Asia.  Ditto The Silk Road on the Learning Channnel. 
 
Also, ask Paper Tiger TV in New York City.  They've done a lot of 
documentaries on the Upstate New York Zen dojo that takes in Aids 
People, and other such institutions with a social conscience. 
 
Anna Yamada 
<rosaphil@echonyc.com> 
 
# # # 
If you can get a copy of *Tricycle:  The Buddhist Review* which is 
widely available at newsstands there is a wealth of advertising for 
videos on and by Zen Masters including instructional videos by Daido 
Loori Sensei, a student of Maezumi Roshi. 
 
There are other videos about Seung Sahn and Shodo Harada Roshi. If 
anyone can not get a copy of the magazine (published quarterly) and 
needs the information on these films, I would be happy to email it to 
them. 
 
Glen Pepin 
g_pepin@pavo.concordia.ca 
 
# # # 
Probably everyone knows it, but I really enjoy "Land of the Disappearing 
Buddha" from the world religions series. "The Long Search." It's not entirely 
about Zen, but contrasts Zen with Pure Land in an intelligent way. 
 
--Nathan Katz 
University of South Florida 
<NKATZ%CFRVM.bitnet@ULKYVM.LOUISVILLE.EDU> 
# # # 
Date:         Wed, 2 Feb 1994 
John Powers writes: 
 
>A pretty good (and pretty long) film on Zen is "Principles and Practice of 
>Zen", produced by Films for the Humanities in Princeton, NJ. It has some 
nice >footage on Rohatsu, and it does a good job of showing the process of 
entering >a monastery. But it's really long, and it drags in parts. The 
same group also 
 
I would have to say that this film (co-produced by NHK and a Belgium (?) 
station) is difficult, unless the aim is to inspire the students (not a bad 
aim, of course) rather than give a very accurate picture of the situation. 
In combination with _Fancy Dance_, however (not available in a subtitled 
version, to my knowledge and thus of some limited value) _Principles and 
Practice of Zen_ has superb heuristic value (*especially* regarding the 
romantic version of how one gets into a monastery presented in _P&P of Zen_). 
 
Jamie Hubbard, Smith College 
<JHUBBARD%smith.bitnet@ULKYVM.LOUISVILLE.EDU> 
# # # 
Date:Mon, 31 Jan 1994 08:38:37 EST 
From: Tim Brown <TBBROWN@wesleyan.edu> 
 
I recently saw the movie Why Had Boddhi Dharma Left for the 
East. Although it was one of the most beautiful films I have seen, it 
was also one of the least comprehensible.  The movie is 2 hours and 20 
minutes long and can't have more than a page or two of dialogue. 
[...] 
 



Tim Brown 
_ _ _ _ 
 
Date: Wed, 2 Feb 1994 
 
A review of this film will soon appear in Tricycle. The review is by Frank 
Tedesco on Dongguk Univ. in Korea. Sarvamangalam, 
--Nathan Katz 
University of South Florida 
<NKATZ%CFRVM.bitnet@ULKYVM.LOUISVILLE.EDU> 
# # # 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
end of file 
 


